Print2iPad
Solution for the export of print-productionpage content for the presentation on iPad or other digital output channels.

The solution for QuarkXPress (Adobe InDesign in preparation), which can be also used in combination with the editorial
system QPS, exports content of a QuarkXPress layout into structured xml data- ready to use on different digital output
channels, e.g on the iPad. The structure of the content can be visualized and reviewed during the print production process.
Supplementary mulltimedia content for digital presentation of your content like video, audio, pictures, interactive graphics, slide
shows etc., can be inserted directly in the print layout.
Print2iPad supports QuarkXPress® 7,8 and 9 documents - migration to Adobe InDesign® is in process. Other formats are
available upon request. Publishing systems (e.g. QPS) are supported.
This software guarantees a seamless and cost-efficient digital output workflow. No special or technical skills are needed to
handle this software.
This solution is already in use by the biggest German news magazine "DER SPIEGEL".

This solution is modular and contains the following modules:
ex AutoStructure (basic module)
XTension for the automated article recognition and visualization prior to the export of QuarkXPress print production pages into
a XML-file.
>> more Info...
ex XML Exporter (basic module)
to define the export structure of QuarkXPress content in nearly any XML-format / structure
>> more Info...
ex XML Exporter4QPS (basic module with QPS)
to define the export structure of QuarkXPress plus metadata in a QPS environment in nearly any XML-format / structure
>> more Info...
ex MediaLink (optional module)

easy integration of multimedia objects like audio, video, hyperlinks, interactive graphics, image maps, etc.) during print
production
>> more Info...
ex QPS2PMG
module for the structured export of a QuarkXPress production page from QPS into a PMG-file (special XML-format)
>> more Info...
ex TableHelper (optional module)
XTension for the export of tables wich are contained in a QuarkXPress documents into PDF-, EPS-, or XHTML/XML format.
>> more Info...
ex PreviewCreator (optional module)
helper app for the export which creates page previews/thumbnails and converts pictures to reuired formats and sizes.
>> more Info...

